A Home for Innovation
and Entrepreneurship
at Harvard

Welcome.
The Harvard Innovation Labs are a
vibrant, cross-disciplinary ecosystem
for the Harvard community to explore
innovation and entrepreneurship while
building deeper connections. The Labs
are an excellent example of the One
Harvard vision and a leading catalyst
for the Allston Science and Enterprise
District.
The Harvard Innovation Labs began
in 2011 with the opening of the i-lab,
expanded in 2014 when the Launch Lab
opened its doors, and will continue to
grow in both breadth and depth with
future resources, including a Wet Lab
which comes online in 2016 (projected).

The Harvard i-lab

The i-lab is the central component of the Harvard
Innovation Labs ecosystem. It is an educational
collaborative for all current Harvard students
from any Harvard school to explore innovation and
entrepreneurship at any stage. It provides open coworking space, a vibrant community of peer and mentor
support, experiential programming, and a 12-week
Venture Incubation Program helping student teams take
their ideas as far as they can go.

The Harvard Launch Lab

The Launch Lab is a critical extension of the growing
Harvard Innovation Labs ecosystem. It provides
eligible Harvard alumni leading high-potential earlystage startups with a curated community including
collaborative co-working space, business building
programming, and access to i-lab advisors and mentors.
It fosters continued connection between alumni, current
students and the Harvard community as a whole.

Moving Further, Faster

There has never been a better time to be a part of
innovation at Harvard. The Harvard Innovation Labs
have an unprecedented opportunity to continue to
shape cross-disciplinary collaboration at Harvard and
serve as a catalyst to solving society’s most pressing
needs through innovation and entrepreneurship.
Please join us.

3,800

That’s how many different events the
Harvard Innovation Labs have hosted for innovation-minded students
and entrepreneurial members of the public since 2011. These events
included: faculty-led courses, workshops, 1:1 business-advising/
counseling meetings, and educational seminars taught by i-lab
Community Partner organizations.
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Student
Stories
Our student and alumni
entrepreneurs are the vibrant
lifeblood of the ecosystem. Here
are a few of their stories that
share how student ventures have
benefited from all that we offer.

Jordan
DeGraaf
Harvard College
---Trignis, Inc.
Building a smarter
BBQ smoker.
Q How did you get started at the
i-lab?
A What started off as a course
project quickly began morphing into
something more serious. We quickly
needed a place to work, learn, and
grow as we worked on our new
company. When we saw the VIP
application, we were excited by the
opportunity to work in a space where
so many new ideas are taking off, and
where we could easily connect to a
range of opportunities and resources.
We applied because we needed a
working space, but quickly realized
how much more the i-lab offers in
terms of resources and connections.

Q What’s the #1 resource you use
most at the Harvard Innovation
Lab? Why is/was it so useful?
A For us, our number one resource
has been the i-lab programming staff.
We really enjoy the Expert Office
Hours, but when we just need general
advice and a plan of attack, the i-lab
staff is always there to answer our
questions, brainstorm with us, and
point us in the right direction.
Q What’s next for you and your
venture?
A We are working on a redesign,
raising a round of funding, fine-tuning
our design, and outsourcing a new
prototype to do user testing. A lot
going on all at once.

Q If you had to give another
student one piece of advice to
get the most out of the i-lab, what
would it be?
A Try to meet as many people as
possible, and ask more questions
than you think you should. When we
first started, I didn’t want to bother
anyone with my trivial questions,
and would struggle for way too long
before asking for help. This mindset
does not work in the i-lab. Reach out
early and often and you’ll learn so
much from everyone around you.
Q Anything we missed? Feel free to
wax poetic here…
A iLove the i-lab.

Tess Brooks
Harvard Business School
---Confi
Designing an online platform to
connect women to help about
intimate topics.
Q How did you get started at the
i-lab?
A I first came up with my business
idea in March and I started going
to the workshops, Expert Office
Hours, and meeting other students.
I immediately found the i-lab to be
my main resource in getting my
business up and running. Every step
of the way I’ve felt really supported:
the free legal office hours helped me
form an LLC, the intern roundtable
helped me find great summer college
interns, Matt told me about the HBS
Rock Fellowship (which provided me
with funding for the summer), Alice
introduced me to an OB/GYN who is
now our main expert adviser, I met
a fellow i-labber (Tat) at the coffee
machine who has given me a ton
of web design advice, and I’m now
working here full-time this summer.

Q What’s the #1 resource you use
most at the Harvard Innovation
Lab? Why is/was it so useful?
A I love the space itself. It’s wonderful
having a space to meet with my
team and be surrounded by other
entrepreneurs. I find it much easier to
be productive here than at home or in
a cafe and am constantly meeting new
people from the different graduate
schools. Socially, it’s fun getting to
know people with a similar interest in
entrepreneurship, and professionally,
people I’ve met here have told me
about new resources and introduced
me to really helpful contacts.
Q What’s next for you and your
venture?
A I’m going to keep working on Confi
throughout next year out of the i-lab
and will work on it as an Independent
Project at the Business School.
Our focus this summer has been
on building out great content and
this fall we’ll switch gears to focus
on spreading the word at university
campuses and testing revenue
models.

Q If you had to give another student one piece of advice to get the
most out of the i-lab, what would
it be?
A I would recommend being very
vocal about what you’re working
on and where you need help (e.g.
tell everyone that you’re trying to
learn about SEO or are looking for
interns), and you’ll be surprised by
how quickly you’ll be pointed in
the right direction. There are a lot
of workshops (Entrepreneurs-inResidence sessions, Boston events,
and other student teams to meet), and
it can feel difficult keeping track of
everything, so the more you can help
others the more they will help you.
Q Anything we missed? Feel free to
wax poetic here…
A You don’t have to be a fully
developed business to start using the
i-lab. It can feel a little intimidating
at first seeing all the teams that are
so far along, but it’s never too late to
start, and all the teams were "just an
idea" at one point (and you can learn
from them!). You’re welcome here
even if you’re just starting out.

David Raiser
Harvard Medical School
---Aldatu Biosciences

Improving access to effective HIV
patient care worldwide with better,
faster, and cheaper diagnostic tools.
Q How did you get started at the
i-lab?
A My co-founder and I met after
attending a Life Science Entrepreneur
Boot Camp at the i-lab, and our first
discussion about starting a company
happened at the bus stop right around
the corner. We then met with Alice Ly
(the i-lab’s Life Sciences liaison) a few
months later to ask “We’re thinking
about starting a company – what do
we do now?” Alice proved to be a
tremendous resource throughout our
time at the i-lab, pushing us to be a
part of the Venture Incubation Program
(VIP) and later participate in the Deans’
Health & Life Sciences Challenge –
which we were fortunate enough to win.
Q What’s the #1 resource you use
most at the Harvard Innovation
Lab? Why is/was it so useful?
A The biggest benefit we realized
from the i-lab were the connections.
These were facilitated through i-lab
staff like Alice, our VIP mentors,
our Deans’ Challenge mentors, and
folks with whom we crossed paths at
workshops, panels, and Expert Office
Hours. It’s no exaggeration to say that
our professional network was largely
enhanced by the i-lab, and we continue
to make meaningful connections via
the i-lab despite our recent graduation
to our new lab and office space.

Q What’s next for you and your
venture?
A Aldatu recently moved into
Lab|Central, a life science incubator
in Cambridge just down the road
from the i-lab. (This move was largely
necessitated by our need for lab
space.) We’re taking our recent funding
successes (a large NIH grant and some
business plan competition awards) and
developing an affordable diagnostic kit
for identifying drug-resistant variants
of HIV. It is designed specifically to
meet the economic constraints of subSaharan Africa (where the need for such
a test is the greatest). Right now, we’re
hiring scientists, looking for business
and global health research interns,
building strategic business relationships,
and learning a ton as we go!
Q If you had to give another student
one piece of advice to get the most
out of the i-lab, what would it be?
A The i-lab staff are great – lean

on them, and let them help you find
the people you need to talk to. If
they don’t know the right person,
they definitely know someone who
does. And do the VIP and the Deans’
or President’s Challenges – even if
you’re not successful, participating
will light the proverbial fire under
your asses to finally get serious about
your venture and business plan.
Q Anything we missed? Feel free to
wax poetic here…
A In short, Aldatu loves the i-lab. The
i-lab plays an integral role in our story,
and genuinely continues to do so. We
hope to maintain a relationship with the
i-lab for as long as we’re still pursuing
the Aldatu dream, and hopefully
we can help other entrepreneurs
accomplish what the i-lab has helped
us achieve thus far. Once our logo
made it onto “The Wall”, we were
pretty much locked in anyway.

Rose Wang
Harvard College
---Six Foods

Creating edible, nutritious food
from insects.
Q How did you get started at the
i-lab?
A We had a big idea – feed people
insects for a more sustainable world.
But as you can imagine, it was an idea
with few precedents, and as college
students with little experience in
startups, we had no idea where to
start. So we ran to the i-lab because
we had heard that the i-lab was the
hub of innovation at Harvard. We got
into the VIP program, and that was
a point of inflection for us, because
our learnings from the workshops and
mentors helped us break down our
big idea into actionable steps to help
propel our business forward.

Q What’s the #1 resource you use
most at the Harvard Innovation Lab?
A The #1 resource at the Harvard
Innovation Lab is the other
entrepreneurs with whom you can
connect. Chances are, if you have a
problem, someone else at the i-lab or
an i-lab alumni has tackled that same
problem before. And the big secret to
successful startups is not reinventing
the wheel if you don’t have to. We
were able to leverage the expertise
and insights of our fellow i-labbers to
help tackle challenges ranging from
corporate structuring to financing to
HR issues, saving us a ton of time and
money.
Q Why is/was it so useful? What’s
next for you and your venture?
A We are moving to San Francisco
to scale distribution of Chirp chips in
the Pacific Northwest region!
Q If you had to give another
student one piece of advice to
get the most out of the i-lab, what
would it be?
A You get out of the i-lab what you
put in. No one will hold your hand,
and if you expect that, then you

shouldn’t be an entrepreneur in the
first place. Put yourself out there and
talk to everyone, whether they are
a student, staff member, or mentor.
Ask questions. Ask for help. And offer
help in return. You won’t make it on
your own, so build a strong support
network to help get you where you
need to be.
Q Anything we missed? Feel free to
wax poetic here…
A The i-lab is one of the best places
to start for a first-time entrepreneur.
The world out there is scary – there
are billions of ideas and only finite
resources available, and if you’re not
comfortable hustling immediately,
then the i-lab will help get you there.
It’s a real family here, and that’s very
special and rare, so be a part of it
while you can!

Karima
Ladhani

Harvard T.H. Chan School
of Public Health
---Barakat Bundle
Creating a newborn essentials kit to
reduce infant mortality
Q How did you get started at the
i-lab?
A We started by taking a class called
Social Entrepreneurship in Global and
Domestic Health (officially offered
through Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health) at the i-lab. Our team
met through this class, applied to the
Harvard Business School New Venture
Competition, and won two awards
which accelerated our progress
rapidly. This opportunity connected
us with the i-lab’s VIP program where
we have continued to accelerate our
growth.
Q What’s the #1 resource you use
most at the Harvard Innovation Lab?
A Other startups are the best resource!
We connected with Agenda28 – a
design for social impact team that is
working on developing our product
with us. These kinds of partnerships
and shared learning experiences
have been integral to us – there is a
guarantee of shared culture, mutual
trust, and supportive empowerment
among the startups that cannot be
matched in other environments.

Q Why is/was it so useful? What’s
next for you and your venture?
A We are continuing to work with
Agenda28 to develop our prototype.
We also plan to travel to India shortly
to work with the Public Health
Foundation of India and further
develop our product.
Q If you had to give another student
one piece of advice to get the most
out of the i-lab, what would it be?
A You get out of it what you put into it
– the i-lab is a supportive environment

with numerous resources (such as
expert office hours, supportive staff,
and constant programming) that can
support a startup at any stage and in
various fields.
Q Anything we missed? Feel free to
wax poetic here…
A As a social enterprise, our startup
often falls through the cracks of
many accelerator programming
parameters and efforts. The i-lab
offers significant and crucial support
for social impact startups like us.

Scott
Jacobsen

Harvard Kennedy School
---DoneGood
Developing an app to connect
consumers to businesses that
share their values.
Q How did you get started at the
i-lab?
A I heard about the i-lab through a
classmate at HKS during the summer
of 2014 who encouraged me to run
with an idea that I had. I decided to
learn more by attending the Demo
Day in September. I was blown away
by the diversity of projects students
were working on and the enthusiasm
they exhibited towards making them
a reality. I formed a team and applied
for the VIP program and was accepted
in the fall of 2014.

Q What’s the #1 resource you use
most at the Harvard Innovation
Lab? Why is/was it so useful?
A The most valuable resource is
the synergy I find with other teams.
The environment is not competitive,
but collaborative; information is not
withheld, but shared. We celebrate
victories together. We work hard to
support one another and overcome
obstacles together. It is one of the
only places where Kennedy School
students work together with Medical,
Ed, and B School students, making
‘One Harvard’ a reality.
Q What’s next for you and your
venture?
A I am pursuing this venture fulltime after graduating HKS. We are
launching on the app store soon
and will be the official app of the
Boston GreenFest. We will continue
to build relationships with campus,
community organizations, and
businesses in Greater Boston until
we establish product market fit in the
fall of 2015. We then plan to scale
nationally and create a community
where millions of conscientious

consumers can come together and
use our app as the search one-anddone resource to find businesses that
share their values.
Q If you had to give another student
one piece of advice to get the most
out of the i-lab, what would it be?
A Engage. Talk to everyone. Come
learn from the staff, the experts and
the other teams. Sometimes it is easy
to work from home, but come to the
‘office’ and make use of the resources
available to you here. The irony is that
you will have to get outside the building
to make your business a success, but
it’s good to know your family back at
the i-lab has got your back.
Q Anything we missed? Feel free to
wax poetic here…
A The entrepreneurship courses at HKS
and HBS compliment the i-lab’s learning
experience. You can dive deeper into
finance or launching a tech venture with
professors who have started businesses
themselves. The best part is that
whenever they run simulations, they
bring the class to the i-lab.

Launch
Lab

The Harvard Launch Lab provides
eligible Harvard alumni leading highpotential early-stage startups with
a curated community including
collaborative co-working space,
business building programming, and
access to i-lab advisors and mentors.
The Launch Lab currently hosts more
than 30 startups, with founders from 8
different Harvard schools and female
founders representing nearly 50% of
the cohort.
With more than 8,500 square feet, 130
workstations, 12 conference rooms,
community programming, and a direct
connection to the i-lab, Launch Lab
teams are well-positioned for growth
and success.

Donors

We gratefully acknowledge the
following donors who, through their
generous support of entrepreneurship,
are enabling members of the Harvard
community and beyond to take their
ideas as far as they can go.

Founders
Bertarelli Foundation (Ernesto Bertarelli, MBA 1993)
Len Blavatnik (MBA 1989)
Shamim A. Dahod, MD and Ashraf M. Dahod (MBA 1981)
Raymond T. Dalio (MBA 1973)
Sandra M. Edgerley (MBA 1989) and Paul B. Edgerley (MBA 1983)
Bridgitt Bertram Evans (MBA 1986) and Bruce R. Evans (MBA 1986)*
The Heckscher Foundation
Steven Hochberg (MBA 1989)
Andrew M. Paul (MBA 1983)
Kristen and Thomas S. Roberts (MBA 1989)*
Toni Rembe and Arthur Rock (MBA 1951)

Investors
Joan and Steven B. Belkin (MBA 1971)
Amy S. Berylson (MBA 1979) and
John G. Berylson (MBA 1979)*
Terrie F. Bloom (AB 1975, MBA 1981)
Letetia Tedori Callinan (MBA 1987) and
James L. Callinan (AB 1982, MBA 1987)
Suzanne P. Case (AB 1979, MBA 1983) and
Robert A. Case (AB 1976, MBA 1979, JD 1980)
Michael P. Cassidy (MBA 1991)
Kunal Chowdhry (MBA 2010)
Howard E. Cox Jr. (MBA 1969)
Peter 0. Crisp (MBA 1960)
Michael F. Cronin (AB 1975, MBA 1977)
The Chuck Davis (MBA 1986) Family
The Duboc (MBA 1988) Family
Susan A. Dunn (AB 1998, MBA 2003) and
Robert N. Cunjak (MBA 2003)
Libby Pierpont Engstrom (AB 1981) and
Erik N. Engstrom (MBA 1988)
Susan Fales-Hill (AB 1984) and
Aaron C. Hill (MBA 1989)
John H. N. Fisher (AB 1981, MBA 1991)
Julie Damgard Frist (MBA 1997) and
Thomas F. Frist Ill (MBA 1997)
Catherine and Brent Gledhill (MBA 1997)
The Kenneth A. Goldman (MBA 1974) Family
The Marni and Jay Grossman (MBA 1986) Family
The Marilou and Ken Hakuta (MBA 1977) Family
Steven J. Halmos (MBA 1972)
Laurette Hartigan (MBA 1996) and
Alex Hartigan (MBA 2005)
Harvard Business School Club of New York
Andrew P. Heffernan (MBA 2006)
Lady (Dorothy) Hintze (MBA 1982) and
Sir Michael Hintze (MBA 1982)
The John Irving (AB 1983, MBA 1989) Family
Elana and Andy Jassy (AB 1990, MBA 1997)
Mary E. Jay (MBA 1987) and
Jeffrey R. Jay (MBA 1987)
Reginald L. Jones Ill (MBA 1986)

J.W. Kaempfer Jr. (MBA 1971)
The Brian T. Keane (AB 1983, MBA 1987) Family
Kevin B. Kimberlin (MBA 1981)
Athena Pik Sai Ko (MBA 2005)
Purnima Pai Kochikar (MBA 2000) and
Vivek Khuller (MBA 1999)
Jennifer Lee Koss (MBA 2008)
Joella Lykouretzos (MBA 2001) and
John Lykouretzos
Sharon Marcil (MBA 1993) and
Thomas L. Monahan Ill (AB 1988)
MBA Class of 1971
William S. McKiernan (MBA 1985)
William Scott Miller (MBA 1989)
Daniel J. Nova (MBA 1991)
Kate Pickett (AB 1997, MBA 2003)
Alessandro A. Piol (MBA 1985)
Boney Poovan (MBA 2009)
Richard J. Resch (MBA 1963)
James J. Ricotta (MBA 1985)
Lori and Theodore R. Samuels (AB 1977, MBA 1981)
Ravi Sarin (MBA 2009)
Mario T. Schlosser (MBA 2007)
Susan C. Schnabel (MBA 1988) and
Edward L. Plummer (MBA 1989)
Ellen and Steven G. Segal (MBA 1987)
Nikki Anne and Raymond Henry Stanton II
Natalie A. Stern (MBA 1989) and
Eric B. Upin (MBA 1989)
Lee J. Styslinger Ill (MBA 1988)
Jeffrey G. Tarrant (MBA 1985)
Bert W. M. Twaalfhoven (MBA 1954)
Therese and Josef H. von Rickenbach (MBA 1981)
Doreen and Kenneth Wang (MBA 1976)
Deborah L. Weinberg (MBA 1985) and
Peter A. Weinberg (MBA 1983)*
John C. Whitaker Jr. (MBA 1965)
Gwill E. York (AB 1979, MBA 1984) and
Paul A. Maeder (MBA 1984)
Anonymous

*indicates Founding Donors of the Harvard Innovation Launch Lab.

Experts in
Residence
Harvard Innovation Labs
Tom Bird, Farm Fund
Gordon Bloom, Harvard T.H. Chan School
of Public Health
Kenzo Digital, Kenzo Digital Media, LLC
Todd Horn, Kent Denver School
Gordon Jones, Boise State University
Michelle Stacy, Keurig Green Mountain, Inc.

Harvard Business School
Ajay Agarwal, Bain Capital Ventures
Julia Austin, Austinfish
Steve Bonner, Cancer Treatment Centers
of America
David Chang, Paypal Start Tank/Paypal
Media Network
Sam Clemens, InsightSquared
Chuck Davis, Swagbucks/Technology
Crossover Ventures
David Frankel, Founder Collective
Janet Kraus, Peach/Circles
Sharon Peyer, Hitbliss
Jules Pieri, The Grommet
Ruben Pinchanski, Digitas/General Catalyst
Katie Rae, Techstars Boston
Duke Rohlen, Spirox
Rudina Seseri, Fairhaven Capital
Martin Sinozich, Venn Capital
Jim Sharpe, HBS/Extrusion Technology
Michael Skok, Assemble
Jim Southern, Pacific Lake Partners
Russ Wilcox, E Ink/Transatomic Power

Get connected
http://i-lab.harvard.edu
http://harvardlaunchlab.com

Harvard Graduate School of
Arts & Sciences
Lisette Cooper, Athena Capital Advisors
Mia de Kuijper, Cambridge Global Partners
Don St. Pierre, ASC Fine Wines

Harvard Graduate School of Education
Chris Gabrieli, National Center on Time & Learning
Greg Gunn, City Light Capital
Joanne Weiss, Weiss Associates

Harvard Law School
Michael Fertik, Reputation.com
Neil Flanzraich, Cantex Pharmaceuticals
Debra Martin-Chase, Martin-Chase Productions
Sridhar Prasad, The Bridgespan Group

Harvard John A. Paulson School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences
Chaki Ng, MTV/Viacom
Hugo Van Vuuren, Xfund
Tony Wagner, Harvard Technology &
Entrepreneurship Center
Alex Wissner-Gross, HU Institute for Applied
Science

Harvard Graduate School of Design
Michael Murphy, MASS Design Group
Alan Ricks, MASS Design Group

For information on how to support
the i-lab, please contact:
Lisa Batter
617-495-6599
lbatter@hbs.edu

Advisory
Board

Innovation
Lab Staff

Bruce Donoff Dean, Harvard School of Dental
Medicine

Srikant Datar
Harvard i-lab Faculty Chair; Arthur Lowes
Dickinson Professor of Accounting, HBS

Francis Doyle Dean, Harvard John A. Paulson
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Doug Elmendorf Dean, Harvard Kennedy
School (starting January 2016)
Archon Fung Interim Dean, Harvard Kennedy
School (until January 2016)
Jeffrey Flier Dean, Harvard Medical School
Alan Garber Provost, Harvard University
David Hunter Acting Dean, Harvard
T.H. Chan School of Public Health
Rakesh Khurana Dean, Harvard College
Katie Lapp Executive Vice President,
Harvard University
Douglas Melton University Professor,
Harvard Stem Cell Institute, Harvard Faculty
of Arts & Sciences
Xiao-Li Meng Dean, Harvard Graduate
School of Arts & Sciences
Martha Minow Dean, Harvard Law School
Mohsen Mostafavi Dean, Harvard Graduate
School of Design
Nitin Nohria i-lab Board Chair; Dean,
Harvard Business School
James Ryan Dean, Harvard Graduate School
of Education
Michael Smith Dean, Harvard Faculty of
Arts & Sciences

Jodi Goldstein
Bruce and Bridgitt Evans Managing Director
Christopher Colbert
Director, Programming
Madeline Meehan
Director, Operations
Neal Doyle
Assistant Director
Matthew Guidarelli
Assistant Director, Social & Cultural Impact
Alice Ly
Assistant Director, Health & Sciences
Alison Baldyga
Community Manager, Launch Lab
Jocelyn Krauss
Coordinator, Programming
Josh Nelson
Coordinator, Deans’ Challenges
Sheryl Reilly
Coordinator, Events and Operations
Maureen Schrader
Coordinator, President’s Challenge
Lara Zimmerman
Coordinator, Events and Operations
In addition, a number of other staff
support the i-lab on a project or term basis.
All information as of September 2015
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